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Printers, Inks & Cutters
SGI 2017
This is the largest signage printer trade show in the Middle East. Its name, Sign Middle
East, speaks for the focus over twenty years.
Signage is evolving: LED and LCD dynamic digital signage is replacing printed signs in fast
food restaurants: MacDonalds has breakfast menu posted in the morning, and by about 10
am, the LCD displays at the restaurants are tempting you with hamburgers with tomatoes
and lettuce.
As point-of-sale signage moves to LCD at television size and LED at billboard size, it is
important for sign companies to learn about (and helpful for trade shows to exhibit)
advances in wide-format inkjet to allow inkjet chemistry and technology to continue. So
it helps to have 3D printers, but even more, to show how traditional flatbed printers can
actually produce awesome 3D signage (by cutting design segments and assembling them
into giant 3D displays). We mention this later and have a separate FLAAR Report on this
topic.
I also suggest for the future to perhaps have a display area of the total range of printable
materials. For example, lenticular to optical illusion 3D. The 3D eye-tricks were well
displayed in Signtrade booth by Swissqprinter team. The nice example in the AGFA booth
was not noticeable until the third day. And the equally impressive example in the dilli
booth I saw only because I asked the dilli manager about 3D and he brought it out for me
to see and photograph.
We at FLAAR like to keep track of what is trending, and especially what print shops need
to learn about in order to compete against the Internet and against LED and LCD dynamic
digital signage. And naturally those digital technologies do need to be exhibited at SGI.
Perhaps next year I could do an article in the SHOW DAILY about all these aspects.
But in the meantime, let’s look at SGI 2017. Lots of people on the staff of IEC dedicated
months to this as did all the booth personal of the factory brands and distributor brands
who exhibited. Indeed many of the booths were so well designed that we have a separate
FLAAR Report on booth design (on the overhead hanging logo display options). I will be
submitting these to ME Printer magazine for their consideration.
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UV-CURING PRINTERS
UV-curing printers at SGI were either
roll-to-roll, or dedicated flatbed. There
were not many with moving transport
belt. Most of the UV printers were
entry-level or mid-range (Jetrix from
Korea or the popular Oce Arizona
models were mid-range capability).

Canon Oce had a booth of professional
size and design, and showing their nice Oce
Arizona flatbed printer.

Mimaki had more UV-curing printers than any other booth at the expo, in part
because the Signtrade booth is always enormous in size.
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Dilli said they had more visitors to their booth than they expected. This is what happens if six or
so distributors fail to have a booth: all their customers go to the booths of competitors.
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We also spoke with the product manager in another booth; he said precisely the same
observation: he had multiple times more clients than he expected because he had a booth
and his competitors did not.
For every major expo, we produce a separate PDF which lists, and pictures, every single
brand and model of UV-cured printer.
This special FLAAR Report (on UV printers, and which brands are moving forward, and
which brands are stalled or have already disappeared) is available to companies who
have an annual subscription, or you can buy the individual reports for the world area or
specific trade show in which you are interested.
www.wide-format-printers.net

Durager 620 UV FV desktop printer
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3D PRINTERS; 3D SIGNAGE OPTIONS
Even though 3D rapid prototypers (aka, 3D printers) were not plentiful, there were enough
3D exhibits at SGI 2017 to encourage me to create and issue a separate FLAAR Report on:
• 3D signage with honeycomb sandwich board
• 3D signage with “lenticular” printed with varnish-like chemistry
Although Swissqprint is best known for deep depth prints, in fact there were two other
UV-curing flatbed brands which had samples of deep depth multi-dimensional effects print
samples. We will show all these in the separate FLAAR Report on 3D signage.

3D effect sample by SwissQprint

Sample of Xanita board, Blue Rhine booth.
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FLATBED CUTTERS FOR 3D SIGNAGE
To create signage you do not (yet) need a 3D printer. This is one reason why almost no
booth featured 3D printers. What they produce is simply too small. Yes, there are now
printers which can produce a 3D image the size of a person, but none of these brands
were at SGI 2017.
But if you want to produce a 3D creation, you can do this with a flatbed cutter, a piece of
thick material, and a flatbed UV-curing printer.

3D honeycomb sample by ESKO Kongberg
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PRINTERS FOR GIS, CAD
HP (PageWide) and Oce each had single-pass printers for fast production of GIS and CAD
images.

HP booth
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Textile & T-shirt printer
TEXTILE PRINTERS
In our TRENDs edition on textile printers
we discuss the regional differences in
when, why, why not, textile printers are
featured at a signage printer expo, or
not.
We had hoped to print samples on the
textile printer in the booth of Heliozid
Océ but their operator had too many
other things to do.
Direct to fabric; printing on transfer paper
(and then using a calender machine) and
other aspects of disperse dye and dye
sublimation textile printing workflow was
all present. An example of a popular
structure was the Mimaki TS300P-1800.

Fortunately Mimaki has long ago gotten rid of the antiquated Epson-style cartridges.
Mimaki has also moved away from Epson printheads as well.
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T-SHIRT PRINTERS
Several T-shirt printers were on exhibit. Since millions of tourists come to Dubai every year,
I would have expected that T-shirt print shops would have more desire to see T-shirt printers
at a trade show. But we still found lots of brands of T-shirt printers. Every one that we found
will be included in our special FLAAR Report on textile printers at SGI.
Since screen printing is the worldwide tradition for printing on T-shirts, in order to attract
T-shirt printer brands and booths to your expo it helps to literally focus more on T-shirts as
an application.

Brother GT 3 T-shirt printer at SIGNTRADE booth
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Ricoh bought Anajet already a while
back, but has zilch international presence.
I see Anajet hardly anywhere (other than
screen printing expos such as SGIA in the
USA and FESPA in Europe). Ricoh has
just bought several software companies,
but has about zilch presence in the world
of wide-format printers. Their sales of
the Ricoh rebranded latex printer from
Mimaki has sold only a handful in the USA
(HP has sold more than 30,000…and in
the USA probably tens of THOUSANDS).
It’s very simple: if you own a product, if
you don’t showcase it, no one will see it.
And if you feature it once and then don’t
show it every other time, people quickly
forget about it. Our 700,000 readers
around the world would enjoy learning
about new software and new printers,
but if these machines are not on exhibit,
and since we are not at the Ricoh or
Mimaki demo rooms, we have no way to
showcase these.
We at FLAAR have about 20 graphic
designers, so we are capable of producing
innovative T-shirt designs. But if the T-shirt
printers are not available, we have no
way of showing how each brand can
nicely print our design samples.
ASHBI General Trading booth
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While on the subject of T-shirt design, a
focused feature is more noticeable than
an entire tele-novela (soap opera TV
show) scene. In other words, a single
macaw head will attract more attention
than four entire macaws on this T-shirt in
the Wall of Fame display.
Nonetheless, since I live and work in
Guatemala, Central America, I really
like scarlet macaws. And to see four cute
macaws in this thatch-roofed scene with a
palm tree was so close to my heart that I
must admit that I gave it a vote for Wall
of Fame. This shirt was printed by The
MagicTouch.
I simply like anything which shows
macaws, because macaws are among my
favorite bird as you can see if you wander
around our animal web site:
www.maya-ethnozoology.org
In our separate FLAAR Report on all textile
printers at SGI, we show photographs
of every brand of T-shirt printer at this
annual trade show.

T-shirt printed sample
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Solvent printers
SOLVENT PRINTERS
Every day there was a “trade show daily” newspaper. FLAAR Reports provided an article
every single day. One was on solvent printers. My point was to remind readers that printers
with solvent ink are still a major part of a signage expo.
For example, there were 35 UV-curing printers on exhibit at SGI 2017. We found 7 textile
printers and 6 T-shirt printers (plus lots of OKI toner printers for T-shirt heat-press). I found
36 solvent printers.
Keep in mid that of the 35 UV printers, five of these are tiny desktop units, so there are only
30 WIDE-format UV-curing printers. In other words, there are more solvent printers than
any other kind of wide-format printer at this expo.
I can understand when people say “solvent is dead.” In the USA and Germany you are
not going to find more solvent printers than UV. But here at SGI 2017, there are plenty
of solvent printers: mostly eco-solvent, but also mild or lite-solvent. Only one or two were
likely to be full solvent (but two used VUTEk printers were probably full solvent).

We appreciate the operator of the Granada printer at Heliozid Oce booth taking the time to produce the sample print.
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Maize from remote areas of Guatemala, test print by Granada at Heliozid Océ booth

Maize from remote areas of Guatemala, test print by Granada at Heliozid Océ booth
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We of FLAAR Reports like to do sample
prints on printers of every size, shape, and
ink. The booth which assisted this year was
Heliozid Océ, using their GRANADA ecosolvent printer to produce the nice bright
shiny colors you see here (diverse maize
cobs from Mayan people of Guatemala).
I estimate that 90% of the solvent printers
at this trade show were Made in China.
I am estimating that OKI ColorPainter
printers (Seiko) are still Made in Japan,
though since most Japanese brands have
factories either in China or Vietnam or
elsewhere, I can only document a factory
still being in Japan if I am flown to Japan
to inspect it.
Ironically the first predecessors of the
FLAAR Reports were written in Osaka
in the late 1990’s while I was a guest
(visiting) research professor for six
months at MINPAKU, the National
Museum of Ethnology of Japan. I
was given a Japanese government
research budget to teach the museum
curators and personnel about digitizing
35mm slides (Kodachrome and Fujifilm
transparencies). This Japanese museum
had about 5000 35mm slides from my
photography in Mexico, Guatemala,
Belize, and Honduras at FLAAR during
the 1970’s, 1980’s, and 1990’s.
Granada solvent printer at Heliozid Océ booth
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Latex printers
LATEX PRINTERS
Long ago no more Chinese latex printer and no more Mimaki latex printer (and no more
SUV Mimaki printer). I liked the surface quality of the SUV ink.
There were several inappropriate attempts to claim that other inks were “latex inks.” One
company in China claimed that Sepiax ink was a latex ink in a Human Digital printer.
Human Digital is a respected company, and the incorrect term latex ink was from another
source (not from Human Digital itself). Unfortunately Sepiax did not survive.
There was an ink company who at Drupa 2008 claimed they had a latex ink for a Roland
printer. This was inappropriate since without special heaters you will not get many of the
benefits of HP latex ink. The main German trade magazine refused to accept that Rolandfocused ink as latex whatsoever. It is sad with PR releases try to use terms such as latex ink.
So at SGI 2017, the only true acceptable latex ink was from HP.

HP booth

HP Booth with an entry-level Latex 335 model ink printer at the right. The HP booth was
labeled HP, without having any distributor featured. So if a distributor fails to have their
own booth, it is crucial that the factory itself step in to maintain their presence.
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WATER-BASED PRINTERS
The TENAUI booth had two water-based printers for fine art photos and giclee. Epson, HP,
and Canon occasionally offer water-based printers, but these are only about 3% of the
printers at any trade show.

TENAUI booth
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Media & finishing equipment

CUTTERS: A CRUCIAL
MACHINE FOR SIGNAGE
To cut your foamboard, your fabrics, your PVC vinyl or and all other materials, it helps to
have a cutter of appropriate structure.
SGI 2017 offered every size, shape, and structure of cutter that you could possibly ask for.
So if you are a print shop owner, manager, or equipment operator, anywhere in the UAE,
or any neighboring country, or anywhere in the nearby part of northern Africa, SGI is a
good place to visit at the start of the year so you can do your studies to figure out what
equipment can allow your business to be more successful.

Upright cutter. Be sure it is precision-made,
and capable of handling all the different
thicknesses and strengths of material that
you will need it to cut.
List of options for cutting signage material:
• Upright cutters
• Flat table-top cutters or roll-fed
trimmers
• Roll-to-roll vinyl cutters (entry-level)
• Sophisticated digital roll-fed cutters
(high end, like FOTOBA)
• Flatbed cutters
• CNC routers
• CO2 laser cutters
• Digital XY flatbed cutters
SGI did a successful job of having every
single size, shape, and cutter technology
available. Dozens of booths exhibited these
cutters.
Signtrade Sword ELS 250
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AFTER-MARKET INKS
The last two years, at signage trade shows around the world, there have been fewer
booths of ink companies. This does not mean there are less ink companies, it only means
that fewer are doing a booth under their own name.
The reality however is that every time one brand fails to have a booth, the other brands
which do have their own booth get significantly more business.
Several people at SGI asked if I was aware of the situation at one ink company. One major
distributor of this ink told me of a situation of ink not arriving that he had ordered, but I
have found nothing on the Internet yet. We will know for sure at ISA expo in the US.
We hope all ink companies continue to develop innovative new chemistries. The more new
ink innovation that happens, the more potential for wide-format inkjet printer business
worldwide (and less competition from LEC and LCD dynamic digital signage).

Not many booths had a model to showcase the
booth, but Sam Ink had a model for one day.
It is nice to meet a model who is a pleasant
individual. It is also nice when the model is
conservatively dressed, as here.
We will have a separate FLAAR Report on all
ink companies for our Subscribers. Several
growing inkjet companies ask us to prepare
tabulations for every major trade show of which
brands exhibit each year, and compare these
lists for every year (this way you can see the
trends, of which brands are evaporating, and
which brands are successful). So every brand
which had a booth at SGI will be shown in this
separate ink report. We do the same for media
and all other printable substrates: a separate
focused FLAAR report on ink and media.
Nicholas Hellmuth at SAM INK booth
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LOTS OF MEDIA &
PRINTABLE SUBSTRATES

Here is Dr Nicholas and Erick with samples from some of the booths of printable materials.
Since some booths did not have sample books, we are not able to list them here.

There were probably several other booths with printable materials, which did have sample
books, which we missed. Several times at SGI, I asked people if there were any lenticular
materials exhibited. Each time I asked, colleagues suggested I speak with Daniel Pierret, of
dp Lenticular company (of Ireland). So we had a meeting and in the future I look forward
to testing his materials.
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THERE WERE ALSO PLENTY OF
NON-PRINTABLE MEDIA
• Reflective materials for traffic signs.
• Colored vinyl for being cut into letters of other signage.

Reflective material for traffic signs at Cheng Du Bitwon booth
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Finishing Equipment:
laminators

LAMINATORS (FLATBED APPLICATORS)
We found two models of one brand of flatbed applicators in the booth of Signtrade. For
traditional roll-to-roll laminators there were probably a dozen models in the many booths
which exhibited entry-level models. Most were Made in China.

LAMINATORS (ROLL-TO-ROLL)
If you add up all the booths with laminators, and all the individual models, you had quite
a diverse choice of brands, sizes, and sophistication.

Masonlite laminator
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Finishing Equipment:
laminators

SMS - Sample Media Solutions booth

Daisy 63EC laminator
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Finishing Equipment:
laminators

1600 laminator

MTEK laminator
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Finishing Equipment:
laminators

Royal Sovereign laminator

Royal Sovereign laminator
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RIP SOFTWARE AND COLOR MANAGEMENT
It is increasingly typical for RIP software and color management companies not to have
booths of their own. At most, their personnel may be in the big-name brand printer booths.
But if there were any RIP software booth areas we did not notice them. Same for color
management and MIS software. This is unfortunate because if you want to match the colors
of the logo of your client, you will need both a good RIP software and color management
tools.

There was a line at the sign-up counter all day every day.
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OUR FOCUS FOR YEAR 2017
•
•
•
•
•

Printers for packaging
Printers for décor
3D (especially 3D signage)
Textile printers
Printable Substrates & Media

So, for SGI 2017, in addition to the present general introduction PDF, we will have extra
FLAAR Reports. Since this is a signage expo and not a packaging expo, this is not yet a
topic for SGI, but BARBERAN had a booth here at SGI 2017. BARBERAN produces single
pass décor printers (for flooring materials) and single pass for corrugated cardboard
packaging.

There were so many nice exhibits and so many product categories at SGI 2017 that we are
issuing SIX different FLAAR Reports.
This is the most reports we have ever issued on this SGI signage and printer trade show.
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DISTRIBUTORS
Every year, at every trade show, some distributors drop out, and other distributors add
their new brands.
For every distributor which does not have a booth, this means all the print shop owners,
managers, and equipment operators go to the booths which do have a booth.
We show here a sample of the recognized brands that we have come to know over the
years. To allow this PDF to be an attachment to an e-mail, we have to keep the file size
down, so we can’t have photos of every distributor booth in the entire expo. But we do
show a wide range of different brands on the following pages.

ADS had a diverse range of cutters in their professionally designed booth.

ADS booth
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AGFA
Used towers instead of overhead
hanging logo display system. I
have written a separate article on
overhead hanging logo display
options that I noticed during the
three days at SGI 2017.

AL MAHIR
Had plenty of cutters and other
equipment.

Al Mahir booth
AGFA booth
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Distributors
LLC offered UV-cured printers and many other

ALLIANCE GENERAL TRADING machines for modern sign making.

Alliance General Trading booth

ASHBI
offers T-shirt printers, printand-cut solvent printers and
lots of other products.

Ashbi booth
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BLUE RHINE

We show their handsome “3D” dual-vision (optical illusion) wall of
Xanita board in our FLAAR Report on 3D signage (this 3D discussion
is a separate report).

Blue Rhine booth

BUSINESS
POINT
INTERNATIONAL
had printers of several
brands. Their booth was of
ample size.

Business Point International booth
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COLORJET
Offers UV-curing flatbed printers
plus printers of other inks for
signage.

ColorJet booth

DYNAGRAPH
Had both a precisely engineered
roll-fed cutter (FOTOBA from
Italy) and also Canon office
toner-based printers. We have a
separate FLAAR Report on our
tests of the Canon and OKI tonerbased printers.

Dynagraph booth
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FLEX-EUROPA
I liked the shape of the overhead
banner-box above the FLEXEUROPA booth.

Ashbi booth

GRAPHIC
INTERNATIONAL
CENTRE

Offers both Mutoh and
Jetrix printers.

Graphic International Centre booth
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HELIOZID OCE

I have known Philippe G. Husni, General Manager, for many years, both
at SGI expo and at other expos around the world. During SGI 2017
we did test printing on his nice eco-solvent printer. We are considering
during a separate FLAAR Report on this printer. Plus we would also like
to test his textile printers.

Graphic International Centre booth

EGYGRAFX
We had an opportunity
to speak with the pleasant
people
of
EGYGRAFX
during the awards of Wall
of Fame images. I have
been to Egypt once (while
a graduate student studying
art history). I enjoy meeting
people from all the countries
of the world.
Egygrafx booth
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JACKY’S

Is a company whose brand is well known in Dubai, the rest of the UAE, and
Middle East. They have an impressive exhibit each year at SGI in January.

Jacky’s booth

MASONLITE
Sign
Supplies
&
Equipment had a booth
filled with a diverse
variety of flatbed cutters
of different technologies.

Mansolite booth
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SIGNTRADE

Has an entire portion of the hall every year. They are the distributor for
Mimaki, ROLLSROLLER, and a dozen other international brands of sign
making equipment.

SignTrade booth

WARSHI TRADING
Had a lot of cutters. I see their
busy booth every year at SGI.
In order to keep the megabyte
file size so that we can send
this PDF by e-mail attachment,
it is not possible to include all
distributors, but we at least
show a diverse range of the
brands we know from being
at SGI many years. We look
forward to returning to SGI
2018 and seeing even more
distributors.

Warshi Trading banner booth
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BOOTH HANDOUTS
Desert Sign had the nicest handout. I did not notice until I opened up the bag and found
how many goodies were inside. The five note pads we will take to remote villages and
give away to families. The mouse pad was the best I have seen in decades: when I travel
it sticks on the surface of my computer and never falls off to get lost. If I remember there
were also several ballpoint pens (which we give away to people who help us in mountain
villages when we are studying native Mayan plants of Guatemala).
www.dtgraphic.com
On the subject of giving things from trade shows away, we find that a gift that is appreciated
are the cloth bags (not plastic bags, not paper bags… these don’t last). What people
prefer are the cloth bags.
In remote areas where we have given bags away, and then we return another year, the
people specifically ask if we have any more of the same bags. This sure suggests that they
can put these bags to use and that they appreciated the ones we gave them a year ago.
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TRADE SHOW BOOTHS
The organizers of SGI courteously provided a substantial number of complimentary booths
to over a dozen expo organizers from other countries. This is the largest number of expo
organizer booths anywhere in the world. APPP EXPO had a nice booth in this area. We
met several organizers including Melinda (China Sign Association of Equipment Suppliers,
Shanghai). We see her almost every year in various signage expos around the world.

The pleasant and friendly D-PES team were in their booth every single day.
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APPPEXPO booth at SGI Dubai 2017

Since most of the expo
organizers were walking the
aisles and in meetings, they
were rarely in their booths. Plus
we do photography on the day
before the expo opens, or early
in the morning before the expo
opens that day. Otherwise there
are too many people moving in
the photo (and when moving,
often out of focus).
We hope some day to attend
the expos organized in other
parts of the world, such as what
Kaizer company organizes for
Malaysia.

IPMEK Malaysia booth at SGI Dubai 2017
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TRADE MAGAZINE BOOTHS

The team of Global Signs were patiently in their booth every day.

I visited the ME Printer booth several times, plus we had dinner the last two nights with the
editor, Dennis Matthew.
There was a Show Daily every day. An article by Dr Nicholas was on page 4 of all three
issues. Of course here is not space to mention everything we liked at the expo, so that is
why we now issue our own many-pages-long FLAAR Report.
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LED & LCD SIGNAGE
In past years a sign expo was like ISA in the USA: lots of traditional sign making equipment.
Much of this you can find at SGI here in Dubai. However nowadays it is more useful to
display flatbed cutters and inkjet printers for signage. But some of the older sign-making
techniques and materials are still exhibited.
The future of many aspects of signage is LCD and LED screens for dynamic digital signage.
www.LPFLEX.com had monitors.

LPFLEX booth
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Other LCD or LED advertising screens were in the booth of Signtrade.

Veralite had a nice horse scene.
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WALL OF FAME
A month or so before the expo I was
asked to be a judge for the “best images”
in the Wall of Fame. In previous years I
have also been asked to be a judge for
sign display prizes.
My three favorites were:
• Xanita, Blue Rhine, which I liked
because of its graphic design, especially
removing
an area of the surface of the
honeycomb sandwich board.
• EGYGRAFX using multi-layers of
UV-cured ink to create raised relief.
• The macaws of the T-shirt; it was a
rather “busy” design but I like macaws.
I had a pleasant discussion with James
Beattie of Xanita, whom I know from
attending the expos in South Africa for
many years. Since signage and printing
is a worldwide business, one reason
FLAAR has about 700,000 readers is
because we are literally world wide.
Sharif Rahman of IEC (left) and Fadi
Shamaa of EGYGRAFX (right) in
front of one of my favorite designs.
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A REALLY TASTY CHOCOLATE
This chocolate was not only good tasting, it provided me with energy to walk the aisles all
day long. I thank the people in several booths who provided this chocolate to me (Sam
Ink and one of the printer booths). I do not drink coffee, and I prefer not to consume
sugar-drinks, so I don’t drink energy drinks or cola. So to stay awake, chocolate is a good
alternative.

Chocolate was available in several booths. I often went to the Sam Ink booth to get lots of
chocolate so I could keep walking the aisles all day every day.
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HOTELS IN DUBAI
Sample of just 20% of the breakfast buffet area in this hotel. And this is an economy chain,
not a 5-Star hotel. But the food and service were great. One of the people serving in the
restaurant remembered us from last year. We tend to say hello to the people who work in
a hotel, since they are doing a good job, so often they remember us the next year.
One of the nice things about SGI is that there are several hotels near the convention center.
So it is more comfortable than in Dubai (where most hotels are far away).

Sample of just 20% of the breakfast buffet area in this hotel. And this is an economy chain, not
a 5-Star hotel. But the food and service were great.
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TWO OF US FROM FLAAR ATTENDED

We brought Erick Flores for two reasons: to do video of pertinent booths and products at SGI
expo, and also to accomplish video of Dubai Garden Glow (a popular family attraction in
Zabeel Park, about 12 minute walk from the convention center).

Dr Nicholas has attended SGI for many many years. We at FLAAR like SGI for several reasons:
it is an international expo, so we meet people from Dubai, Sharjah, the other emirates also,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, Irak, and elsewhere from the Middle East
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FRIENDLY PEOPLE FROM ALL COUNTRIES
What I enjoy about SGI expo and all trade shows is that total strangers come up to
say hello. Three people from Iran came up to introduce themselves. Also a well known
distributor from Iran came to say hello as well. SGI is very international and thus is a good
place to meet people from Iran, Irak, Saudi Arabia and a dozen other countries. FLAAR
is itself multi-cultural (our main office is in Guatemala, Central America) and we have
enjoyed giving lectures in many of the countries of the Middle East.
Three months after SGI in Dubai, many of the people from Dubai and neighboring countries
said hello when they saw me in the aisles of the Shanghai expo. So being in the wideformat printing industry is like being in a family.
FLAAR personnel are known for interacting with, and assisting, distributors, manufacturers,
and print shop owners from all countries, all regions, and all cultures. This is a result of
Dr Nicholas having been a visiting research professor in Osaka, Japan, on the Island of
Malta, in Guatemala for many years, and giving lectures in Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Tehran.
Johannesburg, Istanbul and in other countries.

DUBAI IS WORTH VISITING
FOR MANY REASONS
When you come to visit SGI,
bring your entire family. They
will enjoy visiting the new
family-friendly attractions such
as Dubai Garden Glow (www.
DubaiGardenGlow.com).
Here are the two sequential FLAAR Reports on the first
year, and the current (second) year of the nicely designed
Dubai Garden Glow. We also have a video on the Mayan
Toons page of Facebook

You can see a video of this attraction on Mayan Toons page of Facebook.
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The airport has signs in Arabic and in English, plus people everywhere speak multiple
languages. And the airport is like another giant shopping mall (Though I will admit that during
my four days in Dubai I spent all my day and evening working on SGI reports and one pleasant
afternoon with video photographer from FLAAR Reports doing video, still photography, and
notes to conceive future designs.)
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SGI 2018, IN JANUARY 14 - 15 - 16
The weather is pleasant in January; neither hot nor cold (though a light jacket can be
handy at night). During the day the temperature is neutral at this time of year.
IEC Web Site, www.iecdubai.com
SGI (aka Sign Middle East) Web Site, www.signmiddleeast.com
We also have found wide-format inkjet printed application topics at DEAL trade show, so
hope to document the success of DEAL 2017.
www.dealmiddleeastshow.com/2017/falaknaz.php

Dr Nicholas was speaking to Abdul Rahman Falaknaz about how well the Dubai Garden Glow was
designed this second year of this popular family-friendly attraction. This Dinosaur Park and Animal
Kingdom is near the convention center, in Zabeel Park. Two of us enjoyed touring Dubai Garden Glow the
afternoon and evening before SGI opened.
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This is the team of IEC whose experience and work results in the annual SGI signage and
printer expo every year. 2017 was the 20th anniversary year.
We at FLAAR Reports look forward to returning to Dubai for SGI 2018.

Abdul Rahman Falaknaz, Chairman of the International Expo-Consults and Mona Ghanem Al Marri,
Director General, Government of Dubai Media Office walking in for the inauguration of SGI 2017.
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The floor plan shows how many booths
were present. There were about 25
aisles in the main area (Halls 5, 6, 7,
and 8). Considering that the collapse
of the price of oil over a year ago has
caused a modest decline in advertising
throughout the entire Middle East,
and considering that 2017 there is a
competing expo in a few months, the
presence of 25 aisles (plus several areas
in Hall 4) was enough to keep me busy
for four days (three days of the expo
itself plus the day before).

One fact we have learned from
attending hundreds of printer
expos over 19 years, around the
world.
If your product is in the booth of your
own brand; or, if you have your own
booth area inside the booth of your
distributor. And, if you (the owner or
manager or key person of the company)
are in this focused booth, then you will
sell twice as many of your products than
if your machine, ink, or media is sitting
in the booth of someone else (with not
anyone from your factory or corporate
headquarters).
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FINAL COMMENT
THE REALITY OF EXHIBITING (OR NOT) AT SIGNAGE EXPOS
It would have been informative to have asked several dozen booth or brand managers
how they did during the SGI 2017. I asked the dilli manager and he was clearly happy
“with more clients than expected.”
I then asked Sam Ink and they showed me the business cards collected only during part
of one day. In other words, if your brand or your distributor is absent, this means that
print shop owners and managers will not find your brand and so likely will look for an
alternative.
So all ink brands who skipped SGI 2017, sent their business to the ink brands who did
exhibit. All distributors or brands of UV-curing printers who skipped SGI 2017, many of
their potential clients went to dilli or other brands who did exhibit.
The distributors of dilli, and of Sam Ink, of past years, did not exhibit in 2017. So both
these companies cleverly made other arrangements. Their presence by their own initiative
resulted in solid sales in each of their booths at SGI 2017.

An example of how many clients
left their business cards in just one
of the several days of SGI 2017, in
the Sam Ink booth.
If you have a booth, clients come
to your booth.
If your brand has no booth, or if
your brand is only printed on the
wall of a booth, the clients go to
the booth which features a brand
in a brand-specific booth.
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Over the years we have kept track of printer and signage trade
shows around the world. So we know when expos have collapsed.
Seybold was once a giant expo with most major brands. It filled several huge halls in San
Francisco: it is no more.
GraphExpo (named “Print” every four years) was once equally large: multiple halls on
both sides of the main walkway in the Chicago trade show center. Now it is one single
shrunken hall. We have not attended for many years (because they let go their inkjet
signage printer person and thereby their lecture program dropped 90% of inkjet topics and
switched lecture topics to flexo and offset). We hope their innovative switch out of Chicago
(for 2016) to Orlando will result in more people attending in 2017. The main snag is the
presence of a rising and successful SGIA. SGIA is growing slightly while GraphExpo (in
Chicago) fell dramatically ever since 2008-2009 financial crisis). But at least GraphExpo
still exists.
GOA is one of my favorite printer expos, but for the first time in a decade we are not
lecturing there in 2017, neither in Spanish nor English. The Miami expo center is closed for
repairs and GOA moved to Ft Lauderdale for 2017. We hope GOA survives and returns
to Miami in 2018 so we can cooperate with them again. In the meantime, thousands of
Spanish-speaking people are attending SGIA and many are also attending ISA sign expo.
I can remember other expos which no longer exist; but in their day they were popular.
Now they are forgotten.
So the nice aspect of SGI is that it is continuing even during the economic slowdown of the
Middle East oil economy. And SGI still had multiple halls in a year when another printer
expo will be in a few months. Actually there were so many booths, and so many different
kinds of products, we could have documented even more if we had a third person on our
team. But with the two of us, we worked every day all day and even on the day before the
expo opened we were in the halls that morning.
SGI is definitely alive. We would not fly two of us all the way to Dubai unless SGI was well
worth the four days on site (three days of the expo plus we took notes on the set-up day
before the expo opened), plus two days getting there and a long time getting home (plus
the time to recuperate from jet-lag).
SGI had tons of signage and printer workflow equipment and it was clear that lots of
booths did good business (especially when their competitors were missing).
Plus SGI in Dubai is clearly the most successful printer expo of all the other emirates of
UAE.
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DAILY NEWS
DAY 1

DAILY NEWS
DAY 2

DAILY NEWS
DAY 3
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ME Printer is one of the leading printer trade magazines in the Middle East.
The articles by Dr Nicholas in this magazine reach a large audience because they are published both in
English and in Arabic. Our goal is to help provide information on options for ink, printable substrates,
printers (textile, UV-cured, latex, eco-solvent, and also toner-based), laminators and flatbed cutters. Plus we
enjoy writing about 3D signage.
The web site for ME Printer magazine is:
www.meprinter.com
Dennis Mathew, Editor.

This report has been licensed to IEC, to place on their web site and the site of SGI (Sign Middle East) and to distribute
to their mailing list, since they are the organizers of SGI in Dubaii. But this report has not been licensed to any printer
manufacturer, distributor, dealer, sales rep, RIP company, media or ink company to distribute. So if you obtained this
from any company, other than IEC, you have a pirated copy.
Also, since some reports are occasionally updated, if you got your version from somewhere else, it may be an obsolete
edition. FLAAR Reports are being updated all year long, and our comment on that product may have been revised
positively or negatively as we learned more about the product form end users.
To obtain a legitimate copy, which you know is the complete report with nothing erased or changed, and hence a report
with all the original description of pros and cons, please obtain your original and full report straight from
www.large-format-printers.org or other web sites in our network such as
www.wide-format-printers.net.
Your only assurance that you have a complete and authentic evaluation which describes all aspects of the product under
consideration, benefits as well as deficiencies, is to obtain these reports directly from FLAAR, via the various sites in our
network.
Copyright 2017
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